The January Meetings Guest Speaker is Robert Robinson from Shannon and Wilson, Inc. —
Geotechnical Aspects in Recent Tunneling Projects in the Puget Sound Area—JOINT ASCE/AEG

The Beacon Hill Station and Tunnels contract includes the civil facilities construction for approximately one mile of 20-foot diameter twin-bore tunnels, and a deep, mined, binocular tunnel station. The mainline tunnels were driven using an Earth Pressure Balance Tunnel Boring Machine (EPBM) and a one-pass precast segmental lining. The Beacon Hill Station is the deepest, mined structure of its size in soft ground using Sequential Excavation Mining (SEM) techniques for tunnel structures up to 40 feet in diameter in North America.

The Beacon Hill station and tunnels were constructed in a very complex geological setting influenced by several glacial and non-glacial periods and possible tectonic influences. In 2002 and 2004 the US Geological Survey redefined the aerial extent of the fault splays and interpreted a “deformation zone” for the Seattle Bremerton Fault, such that the Beacon Hill Station is within the deformation zone and ½ mile north of the northern-most fault splay.

The presentation will discuss the geologic conditions anticipated and those encountered, how the actual conditions were handled, and the overall construction of the station and tunnels. He will also briefly discuss relevant aspects of other recent and future tunnel projects in the Puget Sound basin, including WSDOT’s Alaska Way Viaduct replacement tunnel.

Speaker Bio: Robert “Red” Robinson

Robert “Red” Robinson, a senior vice president and the Director of Underground Services for Shannon & Wilson, Inc. in Seattle, Washington has nearly 35 years of experience on over 300 tunnels throughout the U.S. His tunneling career began while at the University of Illinois, working on the Dupont Circle, Fine Arts and Zoo Stations in Washington D.C. He has worked on such notable projects as the 65 ft I.D. Mt. Baker Ridge Tunnel in Seattle, the Baltimore Subway, Superconducting Super Collider in Texas, TriMet Westside Corridor Light Rail Transit Tunnel in Portland, and is currently working on several tunnels in the Pacific Northwest, including Sound Transit’s Beacon Hill Tunnel and Station Project, and WSDOT’s Alaska Way Viaduct replacement tunnel. He is currently a member of the Executive Committee for the Rapid Excavation and Tunneling Conference, and an executive member of the Underground Technology Research Council. He has authored and co-authored over 50 professional papers dealing with various aspects of tunneling, rock mechanics, and slope stability.
“Keen observation is at least as necessary as penetrating analysis”
Karl Terzaghi
Thanks For Supporting AEG!
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The Oregon Section Newsletter

OREGON SECTION AEG NEWSLETTER is published monthly from September through May. Subscriptions are for members of AEG affiliated with the Oregon Section or other Sections, and other interested people who have requested and paid a local subscription fee of $10.00. E-mail subscriptions are free. News items are invited and should be sent to: Bill Burns, OR Section AEG Newsletter Editor, Oregon Department of Geology, 800 NE Oregon Street, Portland, OR 97232, e-mail: <bill.burns@dogami.state.or.us>, phone (971) 673-1555. Electronic media is preferred. Deadline for submittal is Friday three weeks before each meeting. Advertising: business card $100/yr; ¼ page $200/yr; ½ page $350/yr. Please notify Bill if you have a change to your email or mailing address.

The Association of Engineering Geologists (AEG) contributes to its members' professional success and the public welfare by providing leadership, advocacy, and applied research in environmental and engineering geology. AEG's values are based on the belief that its members have a responsibility to assume stewardship over their fields of expertise. AEG is the acknowledged international leader in environmental and engineering geology, and is greatly respected for its stewardship of the profession.